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kipware csf, kipwaremax and kipware sketchpad are the new software solutions for all your cutting
quoting, estimating and cnc programming requirements. we have combined all of our most popular
individual titles into one complete powerful package that will cover all your quoting, estimating and

cnc programming requirements and save $2330 over individual title purchases!! kipwarecsf is highly
configurable and allows the user to completely customize and control the program, so it is ideal for

all your quoting, estimating and cnc programming requirements. kipwarecsf also contains a powerful
cnc reader that allows you to easily import any g code from your shop cnc. kipwaremax is a highly

configurable, sophisticated and powerful g-code generator that contains a powerful platform for
rapid creation of your own programs or to import and edit programs from other sources. kipwaremax
is also the only program to offer an on-line library of over 25,000 available programs making it the

ultimate library to create your own programs. kipware sketchpad is a stand-alone, powerful
programming tool that contains a powerful platform for rapid creation of your own programs or to

import and edit programs from other sources. kipware sketchpad is also the only program to offer an
on-line library of over 25,000 available programs making it the ultimate library to create your own

programs. kipwaret full is the most powerful g-code generation solution available today. kipwaret full
allows the user to completely customize and control the program, so it is ideal for all your quoting,
estimating and cnc programming requirements. kipwaret full also contains a powerful cnc reader

that allows you to easily import any g code from your shop cnc. kipwaret full is also the first g-code
generator that was designed to make the user experience the most intuitive, efficient and powerful

experience possible.
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the kipwarem software, for milling applications, is designed to make it easy to create programs for a
wide variety of operations including bar feeding, boring, boring-grooving, long-depth drilling, short-

depth drilling, threading, and tapping. kipwarem can be used as a stand-alone product or in
conjunction with kipwaret. with the kipwarem software, users can create all of their boring, boring-
grooving, long-depth drilling, short-depth drilling, threading and tapping programs with a simple fill-

in-the-blank or drag-and-drop interface. once created, the program can be edited and saved in a
number of formats, including g-code, toolj, nc format and a powerful unique format known as a

sketchpad. the kipwarem software allows for the creation of standard milling programs for a variety
of applications such as bar feeding, boring, boring-grooving, long-depth drilling, short-depth drilling,

threading, and tapping. the kipwaresketchpad is a unique, completely independent, stand-alone
editing tool that allows users to create cycles for non-standard shapes in conjunction with kipwarem

or kipwaret. with the kipwaresketchpad, users can create cycles for turning, boring and boring-
grooving operations independent of the conversational software, kipwarem or kipwaret. the

kipwareml software, for milling applications, is designed to make it easy to create programs for a
wide variety of operations including bar feeding, boring, boring-grooving, long-depth drilling, short-

depth drilling, threading, and tapping. when first starting a new machining project we encourage you
to use the kipwaret to reduce the amount of time needed to create a g code program and to allow

the user to concentrate on the machining aspect. 5ec8ef588b
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